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	If you're standing in your favorite bookseller, flipping thorough this book because it's in the technical

	book section, I know you're probably thinking, MHey, where is all of the code and settings and such?"

	Well, this isn't exactly that kind of book. (Not that there is anything wrong with that kind of book; I

	alone have a gaggle of them around my desk.) This book intends to balance the thin line between the

	very implementation-oriented SQL Server books-which are concerned solely with DBCC settings,

	index options, and all of the knobs and handles on SQL Server-and the truly academic tomes that go

	deep into the theory of databases, but provide little or no practical information.





	Database design can be thought of as an interesting blend of art and science. The science of database

	design is well established, with a number of mature methods for designing database structures, the

	most common of which is normalization. In fact these methods are almost ancient in computing terms,

	and it isn't terribly difficult to follow these rules when designing your database structures. As you'll

	see, it's also relatively straightforward to translate such a design into SQL Server tables.





	This book presents straightforward techniques that will help you to design better databases in a way

	that is clear enough for novices, but at the same time helpful to even the most seasoned professional.

	One thing should be made clear before you start reading. Working with the design and architecture of

	a database requires a very different approach than performing database setup and administration. For

	example, in the role of data architect, I seldom create users, perform backups, or set up replication or

	clustering. This is the role of the DBA.





	Though it isn't uncommon to wear both of these hats (and others such a programmer, tester, and so

	on), I think you'll find that your designs will generally be far better thought out if you can divorce

	your mind from the more implementation-bound roles.





	In this book you'll look in depth at how to design, architect, and implement the SQL Server database

	tables and their accompanying access methods; you'U also examine the physical hardware, system

	software, and other aspects of a database system. You'll start from the point where someone mentions

	to you that they want to store some data, and begin generating tables and implementing access to

	these tables.
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Advanced Web Metrics with Google AnalyticsSybex, 2008
How Does Your Website Measure Up?    

    Are you getting the most out of your website? Google insider and web metrics expert Brian Clifton reveals the information you need to get a true picture of your site's impact and stay competitive using Google Analytics (GA) and the latest web metrics methodologies.    
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Thermodynamics of Natural SystemsCambridge University Press, 2005
'This is an excellent text of use to earth science senior undergraduates and graduates that need to develop a thorough understanding of thermodynamics.’?Geoscientist     

Thermodynamics deals with energy levels and the transfer of energy between states of matter, and is therefore fundamental to all branches of science. This new...
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Bayesian Statistics the Fun Way: Understanding Statistics and Probability with Star Wars, LEGO, and Rubber DucksNo Starch Press, 2019

	Fun guide to learning Bayesian statistics and probability through unusual and illustrative examples.

	

	Probability and statistics are increasingly important in a huge range of professions. But many people use data in ways they don't even understand, meaning they aren't getting the most from it. Bayesian...
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Gene Delivery to Mammalian Cells: Volume 1: Nonviral Gene Transfer Techniques (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2003

	Highly experienced researchers describe in step-by-step detail methods that have proven most useful in delivering genes to mammalian cells. Volume 1: Nonviral Gene Transfer Techniques focuses on gene delivery by a variety of chemical and physical methods, including ultrasound, biolistics, peptides, PNA clamps, liposomes, microinjection,...
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Synthetic Instruments: Concepts and ApplicationsNewnes, 2004
The way electronic measurement instruments are built is making an evolutionary leap to a new method of design called synthetic instruments. This promises to be the most significant advance in electronic test and instrumentation since the introduction of automated test equipment (ATE). The switch to synthetic instruments is beginning now, and it...
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Using Community Informatics to Transform RegionsIdea Group Publishing, 2003
           Text develops an integrative, cross-sectoral approach in the use of Community Informatics to increase social and cultural capital as a means to increased sustainability for regional communities. For policy developers, researchers, and students. Hardcover, softcover available from the publisher. DLC: Community...
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